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	The Smell of Kerosene tells the dramatic story of a NASA research pilot who logged over 11,000 flight hours in more than 125 types of aircraft. Donald Mallick gives the reader fascinating first- hand descriptions of his early naval flight training, carrier operations, and his research flying career with NASA and its predecessor agency, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA).


	Mallick joined the NACA as a research pilot at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at Hampton, Virginia, where he flew modified helicopters and jets, and witnessed the NACA’s evolution into the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.


	After transferring to the NASA Flight Research Center (now NASA Dryden Flight Research Center) at Edwards, California, he became involved with projects that further pushed the boundaries of aerospace technology. These included the giant delta-winged XB-70 supersonic research airplane, the wingless M2-F1 lifting body vehicle, and the triple-sonic YF-12 Blackbird. Mallick also test flew the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV) and helped develop techniques used in training astronauts to land on the Moon.


	This book puts the reader in the pilot’s seat for a "day at the office" unlike any other.


	Donald L. Mallick joined the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics as a research pilot in 1957. He retired in 1987 as Deputy Chief of the Aircraft Operations Division at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. During his distinguished career, Mallick logged over 11,000 flight hours in more than 125 different types of aircraft. He is a Fellow of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots.


	Peter W. Merlin has worked as an archivist in the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center History Office since June 1997. He has published Mach 3+: NASA/USAF YF-12 Flight Research, 1969-1979 (NASA SP-2001-4525) as well as many articles on aerospace history.
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McKnight's Physical Geography: A Landscape Appreciation (11th Edition)Pearson Education, 2013

	Continuing Tom L. McKnight's well-known thematic focus on landscape appreciation, Darrel Hess offers a broad survey of all of the physical processes and spatial patterns that create Earth’s physical landscape.  McKnight’s Physical Geography: A Landscape Appreciation  provides a clear writing...
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Theoretical Femtosecond Physics: Atoms and Molecules in Strong Laser Fields (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
Theoretical femtosecond physics is a new field of research. Theoretical investigations of atoms and molecules interacting with pulsed or continuous wave lasers of up to atomic field strengths are leading to an understanding of many challenging experimental discoveries. Laser-Matter interaction is treated on a nonperturbative level in the book using...
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Computing System Reliability: Models and AnalysisSpringer, 2004
Computing has been the fastest developing technology during the last century. Computing systems are widely used in many areas, and they are desired to achieve various complex and safety-critical missions. The applications of the computing systems have now crossed many different fields and can be found in different products, for example, air traffic...
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CCNP BCMSN Exam Cram 2 (642-811), Second EditionQue, 2003
The Exam Cram Method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now.

In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Design enterprise switched networks

    
	
    Use VLANs and STP...
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DK Life Stories: Albert EinsteinDK Children, 2019

	In this kids' biography, follow the remarkable life story of Albert Einstein, whose legendary genius and creative imagination made him one of the world's most famous thinkers.

	

	Albert Einstein is known as one of the most brilliant people in history. His many theories and discoveries changed the way scientists...
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Rust High Performance: Learn to skyrocket the performance of your Rust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find bottlenecks, identify the proper algorithm to use, optimize performance, and create really efficient Rust applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand common performance pitfalls and improve the performance of your applications.
	
			Get to grips with parallel programming and...
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